
Specifications

Article number DEF-WGS-90-110

Price Price starts from €135,-

Dimensions Width: 1083mm
Height: 453mm

Suitable for Land Rover - Land Rover Defender 90 - 110
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Add-on: window guard
for a sliding or halfdrop
window

Experience peace of mind knowing that your Land

Rover Defender 90 or Land Rover Defender 110

sliding windows are safeguarded against potential

damage and breakage. The Explore Glazing

window guard offers a durable barrier without

compromising visibility or airflow.



Add-on: window guard for a sliding or halfdrop window

The window guard on a sliding window or a halfdrop window for your Land Rover Defender offers a
range of benefits and protection for your vehicle.

Here are some key points to consider:

Protection against break-ins: The window guard acts as an additional layer of security for your
Land Rover Defender. It prevents potential intruders from gaining easy access to your vehicle
through the sliding window. The robust design and sturdy construction of the window guard
provide peace of mind and enhance the security of your Land Rover Defender.
Glass protection: The sliding window is equipped with a window guard that protects the glass
from damage. Whether it's bumps, scratches, or other external influences, the window guard
helps safeguard the glass and prolong its lifespan.
Safety for pets: An additional advantage of the window guard is the protection it provides for
your pets. With the window guard, pets cannot stick their heads outside while the sliding window
is open. This minimizes the risk of injury and ensures a safe environment for your beloved pets
during travel.
Preservation of ventilation: Despite the protection offered by the window guard, you still retain
the ability to open the sliding window for ventilation. You can enjoy fresh air and proper airflow in
your Land Rover Defender while taking the necessary safety measures.

The window guard on a sliding window combines safety, protection, and functionality in an effective
manner. It is a valuable addition to your Land Rover Defender, providing peace of mind, as well as
safety and comfort for your pets. Invest in a window guard for your sliding window and enjoy the
benefits it offers during your travels and adventures.

Unique product features:

Unique design, which exactly follows the contours of the window.
Mounting on the window profile with the advantages of:

the bodywork is not damaged by mounting holes, which means that untreatable rust can
form in the cavities of the bodywork;
easy to return to its original condition.
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For mounting on the Explore Glazing window, use the supplied M5*12 torx security screws, so that it
cannot be removed from the outside without the right tools. For optimal burglary prevention, you can
secure the window guard on the inside with M5 nuts. For this, you need to use M5*16 torx screws (not
included).

The window guard is made of a 3 mm aluminum plate and has the same industrial black powder
coating as the Explore Glazing window. Color RAL9005.

Please note that the window guard is not pre-assembled by us.
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Installation

To securely mount the window guard on your Land Rover Defender's Explore Glazing window, utilize
the provided M5*12 torx security screws. This ensures that the window guard cannot be easily
removed from the outside without the appropriate tools.

You need a mounting set, which consists of:

drill 4.2
drill 5.0
tap M5
Torx bit (tamper-resistant)

The mounting set is included as a standard accessory when you request a quotation.
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